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Details of Visit:

Author: Confuscius
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 10 Jul 2017 0:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

as previously described

The Lady:

Brit, 20 something, brunette, average height, medium curvy build, large breasts, fully shaved
between the legs, very attractive in a girl next door sort of way, unblurred photos on her profile and
HoD's twitter feeds provide a good indication what to expect but I found her even more attractive in
the flesh. She seems a lovely genuinely nice person and I really warmed to her.  

The Story:

When I first Laura's unblurred photos on HoD's website, my instincts were telling me that it will be
an excellent punt. And once again they were to proven right but with her working limited shifts, I had
difficulty synchronising our respective availabilities.

She walked into the room very soon after my arrival and within nanoseconds of me undressing
completely it was straight into dfk which fired me up quickly. She kissed beautifully and we spent
quite a proportion of our time together dfk'ing which kept my hormones racing in overdrive. There
was a brief interlude for ro followed by repeated bouts of owo. Her technique was excellent and I
had to break off and revert back to dfk several times to prevent a premature conclusion. She doesn't
do cim (no problem as it's not down on her profile as a service she provides) but offered to keep
going with her mouth until just before the critical point. I had other plans and covered up to go into
missionary for the finale while dfk'ing interspersed with her talking dirty. It was all too much and I
came quicker than normal without trying to hold back. And what a climax it was - extremely powerful
and long lasting.

I left feeling extremely satisfied and at peace with the world which is always indicative of an
excellent punt.
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